Conformational dynamics of insulin in solution. Circular dichroic studies.
Conformational changes of bovine insulin in solution with concentration and pH detected by circular dichroic (CD) studies are reported. The change in the CD spectrum of insulin in the higher concentration range (from 100 microM down to 2 microM) is relatively small, but in the lower concentration range (from 2 microM down to 60 nM) the CD spectrum changes substantially with concentration. A detailed analysis of the data indicates that the hormone has two major conformational states: conformation I, a form which predominates in extremely dilute solutions and corresponds to the monomeric state, and conformation II, a form present in the crystalline state and also, with but minor changes, in all associated states in solution. The apparent conformation of insulin at various concentrations is computed by using a nonlinear least-squares iterative computer program. The mean residue ellipticities at 223 and 208 nm are extrapolated by using [theta] lambda VS. fmonomer plots to calculate the conformations of monomeric and dimeric insulin. These calculations indicate that conformation I of insulin has 21% less helix content than conformation II, the latter conformation being very similar to that found in the crystalline state. It is also evident from these calculations that the conformational transition is of the helix--coil type. Studies pertaining to the dependence of the CD spectrum of insulin on pH are also reported, and a comparison is made with earlier sedimentation coefficient studies. An analysis of the data indicates that changes in the sedimentation coefficient correspond quite closely to changes of CD spectra with pH. This paper is the first report known to us pertaining to conformational studies of insulin in the monomeric state; it presents evidence for conformational transitions of the protein hormone induced by concentration and pH. Since insulin is biologically active mainly in the monomeric state, a knowledge of its conformation in this state should be an important tool in deciphering the molecular basis of insulin action.